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the lebanese series "al hayba" is a story of the love between a lebanese woman, alia, and her syrian-lebanese son, jabal. the show was shot in lebanon. jabal is a famous arab actor that lives in lebanon. he is the son of the deceased character (played by syrian actor taim hasan) and the brother of alia's husband (played by
lebanese actor nadine nassib njeim). the theme song for "al hayba" is sung by lebanese singer, yara. the song is called "aziz" (arabic word for al hayba). yara is also a very famous singer in the arab world. yara is also a famous actress in many arab countries. she has appeared in many arab movies such as "nur of luxury"
and "american dream". she has also appeared in many arab series such as "na3an" and "grandma's house". al hayba season 2 released in ramadan 2018. season 2 is currently only in arabic and without subtitles. it is said that season 2 will be released in english. nadine nassib njeim (alia) has stated that season 2 is not as
dark as season 1, and is more adult orientated, and so she is happy to be back in the series. there is a great article on lebanese breakdown media. in the article they discuss each of the major characters in al hayba, including jabal, alia, and their family members. they also discuss the various political and social issues that
are explored in the series. the article also includes a video interview with nadine njeim (alia) about her character in al hayba season 2. she is very happy to return to the series because the production company, cedars art productions, has made it a lot more adult. she also says that season 2 is about her personal life, and

she is happy to be back in the series. she also states that season 2 will be more dark.
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the main character alia is a young female villager who lives in al hayba. she is a typical arab teenager. however, unlike most of the other arab teenagers, alia lives in a village that has a population of around 300. in the opening scene, she arrives at the village and is seen eating breakfast. (she is seen eating what appears
to be a piece of bread, with a brown sauce on it.) the villagers, who are all muslim, see her and greet her as they always do. there is a scene that shows alia looking at a map of the world and saying that she loves america because of its laws and freedom. it is unclear however, if she is saying that america is free because
of its laws, or whether she is referring to the united states. this scene is played for comedic effect, as a way to show that she is a typical arab teenager. another character in the series is her father, a famous poet who has been dead for a while. the father of alia and the father of jabal appear in the series, but there is no

mention of jabals father, and jabal is not considered to be from the village of al hayba. this is because the villages of al hayba and the village of jabal are in fact separate villages. the village of al hayba is in baalbek lebanon, while the village of jabal is in the town of nabatieh, in lebanon. the series is set in the mountains of
lebanon, and particularly in the village of al hayba. the village is typical of small lebanese villages, with small stone houses, and busy market places. there are many churches in the area, and the "little armenia" of lebanon is located in the area of the series. 5ec8ef588b
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